STOCK PITCH

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
●

●
●

●

●

2020 saw a colossal move to technology and
online fitness programmes with increased
awareness of how fitness affects health.
Challenge moving forward to retain both
in-person and online revenue streams.
Rise of athleisure (athletic wear x leisure wear),
allowing sports clothing companies to capitalise
from a greater product variety.
Chinese market is growing from rising
disposable incomes, COVID amplifying
consumption on products to aid healthy lifestyle.
ESG push, increasing concerns for sustainably
sourced apparel (dies, recycled polyester) and
good working conditions.

$430B GLOBAL
SPORTSWEAR
MARKET SIZE BY 2025

COMPANY OVERVIEW
●

●

●

Company established in 1998, IPO
in 2007 at $327M, major
acquisition of Mirror in 2020 for
$500M after previous investment.
Apparel revenues split between
40% men and 60% women
operating online and in over 500
stores across 17 countries.
Other revenues include wholesale,
Mirror, temporary stores, discounts
and license/supply arrangements.

2019 NET REVENUES SHARES

2020 NET REVENUE SHARES

MANAGEMENT AND OWNERSHIP OVERVIEW

CALVIN MCDONALD
CEO

●
●
●

MEGHAN FRANK
CFO

SUN CHOE
CPO

GLENN MURPHY
CHAIRMAN

Average management tenure of 2.5yrs, CEO compensation $10M.
14.5% of firm owned by Fidelity, 6.7% owned by Vanguard.
Internal management equity sales, independent director 108K.

CASE 1: WORK FROM HOME CONTINUING
●

●

●
●

With people working (and working out) more
from home, the demand for suits and ties has
fallen and the days of doing meetings in leggings
and a sweatshirt have come
Activewear accounted for 40% of all online sales
in 2020 with many suit retailer filing for
bankruptcy or experiencing vast store closures
Of current working adults, 85% in the UK stated
they wanted to continue working from home
The graph to the right shows job advertisements
that state working from home as a benefit of the
job. A clear indication and move in the labour
market to a much more flexible model

CASE 2: GROWTH IN FITNESS SUBSCRIPTIONS
●
●

●

●

Revenue model through subscriptions
($39/mo) and initial mirror purchase ($1495).
Mirror is more than just a regular device, more
realistic. Synced to heart-rate with personal
performance shown in real-time, multitude of
classes (individual or groups).
Expansion into Canada, on track to deliver
between $250-$275M in revenue in 2021. No
quarterly breakdown.
Diversification away from apparel is a positive,
now have talent from Mirror to innovate.

CASE 3: IN-STORE EXPERIENCE GROWTH
●

●

●

●

As part of their community-based retail model, Lululemon has
introduced a new membership loyalty program and opened
two experiential stores in America.
They recruit ambassadors, usually yoga and fitness instructors,
from local communities where the stores are located to run
in-store fitness sessions. This sets them apart from competitors
who still largely anchor their marketing towards big celebrity
endorsements.
This has allowed Lululemon to create a much more powerful
customer base by creating a sense of belonging to a community
amongst their customers, encourages loyalty to the brand and
keeps customers coming back.
Spend far less than their competitors on marketing, for example,
Nike spends $6bn annually on celebrity endorsements and
sponsorships, whereas Lululemon spend approx. $224mm on
ambassadors. Lower customer acquisition cost.

CASE 4: HEALTH CONSCIOUSNESS
●

●
●

●

Covid has led many people to re-think
their approach to overall health and
wellness. Wellness is continuing to
rise as a priority across nations.
Global wellness market estimated to
reach $1.5 trillion, with annual
growth of 5-10%.
Today’s typical consumer views
wellness across six dimensions:
better health, fitness, nutrition,
appearance, sleep and mindfulness.
Appearance primarily involves
wellness-oriented apparel, which is
Lululemon’s core business.

INVESTMENT RISKS
Downside risk

1

Negative publicity
affecting brand
reputation and
value

Description

th

•On March 18

2021, Lululemon experienced several

complaints referring to the revealing nature of some of their most
purchased black yoga leggings. They were forced to recall 17%
of its bottoms and remove all of them from their inventory,
costing an estimated $67mm

Evaluation

•Fortunately, these one off reputationally damaging events can
be mitigated and controlled if strong risk and crisis management
is implemented. This has included communicating clearly to their
supply chain about their quality control measures, ensuring a
repeat of the situation does not occur
•These events are singularities and Lululemon continue to
enhance their brand reputation daily as their product grows and
customer loyalty develops; a key and definitive factor to the
future success of Lululemon

2

Acquisition of
Mirror may not
realise synergies

•In March 2017 UA acquired MyFitnessPal, attempting to
transform into a connected fitness platform. In an attempt to
achieve its tech dream UA spent over $1bn in an area that now
generates little over $32mm with little profit Lululemon could
make similar mistakes, as management gets distracted from
their core fabrics business and ploughs assets in to growing a
platform that is already starting behind the likes of Peloton and
Nike

•In the first week of store closures, 170k people joined
Lululemon's Instagram Live for daily workout, showing strong
demand for their brands type of fitness and lifestyle
•Prior to covid 64% of Lulu customers used at home workout
apps and 50% of mirrors existing customers were already
Lululemon customers
•Mirrors potential revenue growth as more and more people
workout from home could hit $700mm and 600k subscribers by
2023

3

Larger than
expected return to
office work

•The return to the pre-pandemic lifestyle of working in an office
could see gym tops swapped for shirts and ties and, leggings
replaced by suit trousers. Ultimately, the benefits that became
apparent due to the pandemic, of the relaxed and fluid lifestyle
that Lululemon promote, could be wiped away

•Workplaces appear to be listening to their employees, relaxing
dress codes and driving a more flexible approach to time spent
in the office. This risk should be mitigated by the approach taken
by employers

VALUATIONS

DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW

Discount Cash Flow
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